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ABSTRACT: Despite their application potential, the struc-
ture of CVD grown MoSe2 single layers remained relatively
unexplored. Here we report the rotationally aligned CVD
growth of MoSe2 single layers on graphite. Such MoSe2 layers
are characterized by grain boundary structures with signifi-
cantly reduced disorder and display a much lower grain
boundary density compared to samples grown by MBE. We
show that the grain boundaries of CVD MoSe2 on graphite are
predominantly mirror twin boundaries (MTBs) and distin-
guish two classes of such MTBs based on their orientation
relative to the zigzag directions of the MoSe2 lattice. By combining atomic resolution scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)
and spectroscopy measurements with DFT calculations, we demonstrate that the predominantly present MTBs running along
zigzag directions only slightly perturb the electronic structure of the MoSe2 sheet. This enables the CVD growth of large-area
MoSe2 layers with high structural and electronic quality. Atomic resolution STM investigations also revealed a high density
(1012 cm−2) of native point defects identified as Mo vacancies. Our DFT calculations predict that Mo vacancies in MoSe2 are
magnetic, and their magnetic moment can be efficiently controlled electrically by tuning the Fermi level position.
1. INTRODUCTION
The unique properties of 2D materials like graphene1 and
transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDC)2−4 offer unprece-
dented opportunities in a wide range of applications, for
example, designing novel electronic devices,5−10 faster
sensors,11−14 more efficient catalysts,15 or optoelectronic
devices.16 The combination of layered materials in hetero-
structures allows us to further improve the applicability of
these materials.17 Hybrids of metallic graphene and semi-
conducting TMDC,18 with a band gap in the visible range of
the electromagnetic spectrum, are also excellent candidates to
improve the performance of field effect transistors and
optoelectronic devices.19−21 Among them, devices based on
MoS2 are the most widely investigated.
22 However, transistors
based on MoSe2 single layers also demonstrated promising
performance.6,22,23 Furthermore, a series of interesting and
potentially useful phenomena have been observed or predicted
in MoSe2, such as negative magnetoresistance
24 or enhanced
catalytic activity for H2 evolution.
25−27 For practical
applications the synthesis of continuous, large-area 2D
TMDC layers is required. The chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) growth method is one of the most widely investigated
techniques to achieve a scalable growth of macroscopic area
2D crystals. However, CVD grown layers also suffer from a few
drawbacks as compared to high quality, but microscopic,
exfoliated 2D TMDC flakes. In general, CVD grown layers are
expected to contain a higher concentration of grain boundaries
and native point defects that are known to substantially affect
their electronic and optical properties.28 To fully understand
and optimize the electronic and optoelectronic properties of
CVD grown TMD layers, a detailed knowledge of their atomic
and electronic structure, particularly regarding their native
defects, is essential. For MoS2 layers there is a rapidly growing
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amount of data in this respect,29−35 while MoSe2 layers
remained more unexplored.36−38
During the CVD growth, grain boundaries emerge due to
the coalescence of various flakes that start to grow from
different nucleation sites on the substrate. On most substrates,
each flake starts to grow with random orientation, giving rise to
a wide range of grain boundary geometries with various
misorientation angles, structure, and electronic properties.
Indeed, this has been a major limiting factor for the quality of
CVD grown graphene on Cu39−41 or MoS2 on Si/SiO2
substrate.30,35,42 These random grain boundaries substantially
modify the local atomic and electronic structure, degrading the
homogeneity and electronic quality of CVD grown sheets. To
avoid this, a better control is needed on the orientation,
structure and properties of the grain boundaries. Molecular
beam epitaxy (MBE) growth offers a straightforward solution
to avoid the disorder emerging from the random flake
orientations. However, MoSe2 layers grown by MBE were
shown to host a high density of 1D domain boundaries.43,44
The formation of such domain boundaries is attributed to the
Mo-rich growth conditions37 and attracted particular atten-
tion.45−48 In this paper we show that a highly epitaxial growth
of MoSe2 single layers can be achieved by the CVD method
using graphite as substrate. The CVD grown MoSe2 on
graphite is characterized by 60° mirror twin grain boundaries,
while their density is reduced by orders of magnitude as
compared to MBE grown MoSe2 layers, making CVD grown
samples better candidates for practical applications.
Besides grain boundaries, point defects are also expected to
be present in a significant concentration in CVD grown
TMDC layers. Chalcogenide vacancies are the most often
encountered and investigated point defects that play an
important role in defining the optical properties of TMDC
crystals. For CVD grown MoS2 single layers, a particularly
strong emission from defect bound excitons was observed in
photoluminescence measurements49 that has been attributed
to the presence of native chalcogenide atom vacancies. By
contrast, in CVD grown MoSe2 samples it has been recently
shown that excitons are captured by point defects other than
Se vacancies.50 Antisite defects and metal atom vacancies have
also been reported in TEM and STM investigations;51,52
however, their concentration is generally expected to be low
due to their relatively high formation energies. Here we present
experimental results showing that Mo vacancies appeared in
high concentration in the CVD growth MoSe2 samples
highlighting the importance of the growth kinetics in the
CVD method.
2. EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL
METHODS
MoSe2 samples were produced by atmospheric pressure CVD
in a two-zone tube furnace heated to 400 and 750 °C. The
distance between the furnaces was set to 3 mm to avoid
overheating of the low-temperature furnace. The furnaces were
heated to and cooled from growth temperature without
precursors; they were moved into growth position at the
beginning of the growth cycle and removed at the end.
Therefore, the temperature of the precursors changed
significantly in a few seconds, and we could reduce the effect
of transition periods. The growth was performed in 20 mm
inner diameter quartz tube, with 80 sccm Ar and 20 sccm H2
flow (Messer 99.999% purity). The quartz tube was purged
before and after the experiment with Ar. A quartz crucible
containing 100 mg of Se (VWR a.r.) was heated in the first,
low-temperature furnace, from which ∼20 mg of Se was
evaporated during 15 min MoSe2 growth. Another quartz
crucible, heated in the high-temperature furnace, contained 25
mg of MoO3 (Alfa Aesar, 99.5%) and supported the highly
Figure 1. (a) STM image (I = 200 pA, V = 1 V) of single-layer MoSe2 flakes grown by CVD on a graphite substrate. Inset shows an illustration of
the grain boundary formation when two triangular flakes of opposite orientation merge during growth. (b) Atomic resolution image (I = 1 nA, V =
−0.1 V) showing a moire ́ superlattice of 0.98 nm periodicity. The inset shows the calculated total energy gain for different supercells as a function
of the rotation angle of the MoSe2 lattice relative to the graphite lattice. The observed moire ́ superlattice corresponds to the geometry having zero
rotation and moire ́ angle.
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oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) substrate. The HOPG
was freshly cleaved before experiments and placed with the
cleaved surface facing down (toward the MoO3 precursor).
The STM investigation of the samples was performed using
Bruker NanoScope 8 scanning probe microscope with PtIr
(80−20%) tip at room temperature. The STM and tunneling
spectroscopy measurements have been performed in a N2
atmosphere to avoid the chemical modification of the samples
especially during the relatively high bias voltages (±1.5 V)
applied during the spectroscopy. The STM images were
analyzed with WSxM software.53 The Raman spectra have
been recorded by using Witec Alpha 300 Raman system with
532 nm laser excitation and laser power at the sample lower
than 0.5 mW.
Calculations were performed in the framework of spin-
polarized DFT theory implemented in the VASP software
package54 using the plane wave basis set and projector
augmented wave method.55 Exchange-correlation effects were
taken into account in the framework of generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) by the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof
(PBE) functional.56 Atomic positions were relaxed by using
the conjugate-gradient method until the forces of the atoms
were reduced to 0.01 eV/Å, and the cutoff energy for the
plane-wave basis set was set to be 400 eV. The mirror twin
boundaries were modeled in a ribbon geometry37 by using a
rectangular supercell. To avoid artificial interactions between
periodic replicas of the ribbons, a vacuum interval of 15 Å was
introduced in the y-direction. Point defects were modeled in 4
× 4 and 6 × 6 supercell geometries. The Brillouin zone was
sampled with (8 × 1 × 1) and (2 × 2 × 1) Monkhorst−Pack
mesh57 for geometry optimization and (32 × 1 × 1) and (8 ×
8 × 1) for density-of-states calculations of the mirror twin
boundaries and point defects, respectively.
The formation energy of the native vacancy in MoSe2
monolayer is calculated as
∑ μ= − −E E E N
i
i iform defect pristine
where Epristine is the total energy per a supercell of a pristine
single-layer MoSe2 without a defect, Edefect is the total energy of
a single-layer MoSe2 containing a defect in the supercell, Ni is
the number of i elements (Mo and Se) added (or removed) in
the supercell for the native defect, and μi is the chemical
potential of the element i. The chemical potentials μMo and μSe
are determined through the condition of the equilibrium with
MoSe2: μMo + 2μSe = E(MoSe2). In the Mo-rich limit condition
the Mo bcc bulk phase and in the Se-rich limit the Se8
molecule were chosen as Mo and Se reservoirs.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1a shows an STM image of MoSe2 single-layer flakes
grown by CVD on top of the HOPG substrate. Atomic steps in
the graphite substrate are also clearly visible, which often act as
preferred nucleation sites for the MoSe2 growth. The lateral
sizes of MoSe2 flakes are typically of order of hundreds of
nanometers. Although the MoSe2 flakes are not perfectly
triangular in shape, overall, the edges follow the zigzag
directions of the MoSe2 lattice as determined by atomic
resolution STM images (Figure 1b). This is similar to the case
of the CVD grown MoS2 triangles
35 where zigzag edges were
found to exhibit a lower formation energy than armchair
ones.58,59 Furthermore, it is also apparent that the MoSe2
edges are predominantly running along three preferential
directions, which indicates a rotationally aligned growth with
the underlying graphite lattice. Smaller bright spots on top of
some flakes are the seeds of the second MoSe2 layer. Atomic
resolution images (Figure 1b) taken on top of MoSe2 single
layers display a hexagonal lattice of 3.3 Å periodicity,
corresponding to the lattice of top Se atoms. Moreover, an
additional larger periodicity modulation is superposed on the
atomic lattice with a period of 9.8 ± 0.2 Å. This moire ́
superlattice emerges due to the lattice mismatch between the
MoSe2 and graphite. Approximately 3 lattice constants of
MoSe2 (3.3 Å) correspond to 4 lattice constants of the graphite
(2.45 Å). Of course, the superlattice periodicity is also
dependent on the relative rotation of the two lattices. To
identify the superstructure and explore the possible rotational
states of the system, we analyzed the energetics of different
supercells based on a commensuration model. We searched a
huge number of geometrically possible commensurate super-
cells as described in refs 60 and 61. From these supercells we
sorted out the ones that are energetically favorable to form
according to the energy competition between the elastic and
adhesion energies. In our model the total energy gain per unit
area is









where the first term corresponds to the simple linear elastic
deformation of the MoSe2 lattice, Y is the 2D Young’s
modulus, and δ is the required strain of the MoSe2 lattice to
form a commensurate structure with the graphite substrate.
The second term relates to the adhesion energy gain of the
commensurate transformation with supercell size l (see details
in the Supporting Information).
Our model verifies the 3 Se × 4 C geometry with 9.84 Å
periodicity and zero rotational angle between the MoSe2 and
the graphite lattices. This configuration has the largest total
energy gain compared to other supercells (see Figure 1b, inset)
indicating the rotationally fully aligned CVD growth of the
MoSe2 on graphite, in excellent agreement with our experi-
ments. In contrast, for the case of MoS2 on graphite several
stable rotational configurations have been observed exper-
imentally by STM measurements,62−65 again in good agree-
ment with our theoretical model (Figure S1). Consequently, in
contrast to MoS2, for MoSe2 fully epitaxial CVD growth can be
achieved on a graphite substrate.
Measuring the height of the MoSe2 flakes by STM gives a
0.7 nm value, which is consistent with the single-layer height.
However, the measured height can vary substantially as a
function of the imaging conditions (bias voltage) similar to the
case of MoS2 flakes on graphite.
66 We also performed confocal
Raman spectroscopy measurements revealing the expected
peak of MoSe2 single layer (with small bilayer areas) at 241 ±
0.5 cm−1 (Figure S2).67
In the STM image in Figure 1a it is apparent that bright
linear features are often present within the MoSe2 flakes. Such
line defects can be attributed to grain boundaries and are
formed when two triangular single-layer flakes growing from
different nucleation sites laterally grow together. The
boundaries along which different flakes are joined together
remain visible in the STM images. One can note that the
orientation of such boundaries is most often parallel with the
edges of the triangular flakes, implying that they are
predominantly running along the zigzag directions of the
MoSe2 lattice. This preference is also apparent on the flake in
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the middle of the STM image in Figure 1a, where two zigzag
grain boundaries are present within the flake instead of a single
armchair boundary. We were able to achieve atomic resolution
STM images on or around several MoSe2 grain boundaries, as
shown in Figure 2a,b. To obtain atomic resolution STM
images, we cleaned the imaged area by sweeping the adsorbates
away through repeated scanning. Fortunately, at room
temperature adsorbed molecules are rather mobile, and they
can be removed by the mechanical tip−sample interaction
during scanning at small tip−sample distances. We have shown
previously that only covalently bound environmental species
are detectable by STM at room temperature on TMDC
surfaces.68 Atomic resolution STM images evidence that the
atomic lattices on the two sides of a MoSe2 grain boundary
have closely matching orientations. This is further confirmed
by 2D Fourier transformed images (FFT) revealing that indeed
the orientation of the atomic (and moire)́ lattices on the two
sides of the grain boundary coincides within experimental error
(see e.g. inset of Figure 2a). This matching orientation clearly
evidences the rotationally fully aligned CVD growth of MoSe2
on graphite, predicted also by our theoretical calculations. This
leads to the prevalence of a special class of grain boundaries. As
can be seen from Figure 1a, grain boundaries often originate
from the coalescence of two triangular flakes with a relative in-
plane rotation of 180°. Because of the 3-fold symmetry of the
MoSe2 lattice, the resulting GBs have a 60° tilt angle, also
called mirror twin boundaries (MTB)69 where only the
positions of Mo and Se lattice sites have been swapped in
the two grains (see e.g. Figure 3 insets). Therefore, the
rotationally aligned growth is expected to yield more regular
grain boundaries as compared to the ones joining randomly
oriented grains. Our atomic resolution STM measurements on
various MoSe2 GBs confirmed that they are prevalently
(>90%) mirror twin boundaries, where atomic lattices on the
two sides of the boundary have the same lattice orientation.
Furthermore, the observed MTBs are predominantly (∼80%)
running along the zigzag lattice directions (Figure 2a, 0°), with
a few notable exceptions when they enclose a finite angle with
the zigzag orientation (Figure 2b, 5° and 22°). We found that
MTBs running along the zigzag directions are highly ordered,
while those enclosing an angle with the zigzag direction (but
still preserving the rotational alignment of the two sides) are
characterized by a more disordered atomic structure. In the
latter case it was not possible to achieve atomic resolution on
the grain boundaries themselves. This is due to a much
stronger local perturbation of their electronic structure.
While disordered structures corresponding to MTBs with
nonzero angle respective to the zigzag direction have been
often observed in CVD grown MoS2 on graphene and
graphite,32,65 the existence and prevalence of the zigzag
MTBs with highly ordered atomic structure is a novel
characteristic of CVD grown MoSe2 on graphite with a high
Figure 2. Atomic resolution STM images (I = 1 nA, V = −0.1 V) (a) revealing the highly ordered structure of a MoSe2 mirror twin grain boundary
running along the zigzag crystallographic orientation of the MoSe2 lattice. The inset shows the corresponding 2D Fourier transformed image. (b)
Mirror twin grain boundaries with rotational alignment of the two sides but having various angles relative to the zigzag direction (c) Representative
tunneling spectra of various grain boundaries recorded both at forward and backward voltage sweeps.
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practical relevance for the CVD growth of large-area TMDC
layers of high structural quality.
To get insight into the electronic structure of the MoSe2
grain boundaries, we have also performed tunneling spectros-
copy measurements on various GBs (Figure 2c). The tunneling
spectra recorded on the defect-free regions of the 2D MoSe2
layer display semiconductor behavior with a band gap of about
1.9 ± 0.1 eV and an n-doped character (VB ∼ −1.1 eV, CB ∼
+0.8 eV), in good agreement with tunneling spectra of MBE
grown MoSe2 films on graphite and bilayer graphene
substrates.70 Tunneling spectra on more disordered MTBs
enclosing a nonzero angle with the zigzag crystallographic
direction display a substantially reduced band gap of about 1
eV or even below. This is due to emerging midgap electronic
defect states, evidencing a substantial modification in the local
electronic properties, in correlation with their more disordered
atomic structure revealed by topographic STM images. The
electronic states observed in the band gap are in remarkably
good agreement with those measured on similar types of grain
boundaries in MoS2, where electronic states appeared close to
the valence band in non-zigzag MTBs.32 By contrast, tunneling
spectra acquired by us on zigzag MTBs (zzMTBs) reveal the
absence of strong and well-defined electronic states inside the
band gap; only a very weak nonzero density of states is
revealed inside the otherwise unmodified band gap. This
evidence that zzMTBs, characteristic of CVD grown MoSe2 on
graphite, do not modify drastically the electronic properties of
MoSe2 single layers.
To understand the electronic properties of the experimen-
tally observed zzMTBs in more details, we have performed
DFT calculations on several possible zzMTB geometries. In
MoSe2 the zigzag edge orientation of the growing triangles can
be either molybdenum zigzag (Mo-zz) or selenium zigzag (Se-
zz). Mo-zz triangular edges induce Se-zz MTB interfaces and
vice versa due to the symmetry of the system (see Figure 3a,
inset). Thus, we have performed LDOS and simulated STM
image calculations on low-energy zzMTB structures37 includ-
ing both Mo-zz and Se-zz orientations.
Figure 3 shows the Se-zz MTBs results which have lower
formation energies compared to the Mo-zz MTBs (for the Mo-
zz MTB results see Figure S3). We found that all the
investigated Se-zz MTB structures display the characteristics of
the pristine MoSe2 band gap, with width of 1.4 ± 0.1 eV. This
indicates that zzMTBS preserves the main features of the DOS
spectra of the pristine MoSe2, in excellent agreement with our
experimental findings. It is worth noting that DFT PBE
calculations underestimate the band gap of single-layer MoSe2
(1.44 eV)71 compared to the measured STM gap of around 2
eV.70 The observed minor perturbations inside the band gap of
zzMTBs are due to the strongly localized metallic states at the
boundary.43,44,72 The hallmark of these metallic states can be
also seen in the spectra of zzMTB (Figure 2c), where inside
the band gap weak, but finite, LDOS values were measured.
The well-ordered atomic structure in the case of zzMTBs,
where neither dangling bonds nor significantly stretched bonds
occur, induces significantly less perturbation to the electronic
properties than the MTBs enclosing a nonzero angle with the
zigzag direction. Indeed, the minor perturbation in such GBs
enabled us to acquire atomic resolution STM images, where Se
atoms are visible even in the grain boundary region (Figure
2a,b, 0°).
Zigzag MTBs can open the way toward the CVD growth of
large-area MoSe2 single layers of high structural and electronic
quality. The CVD growth of large-area MoSe2 single layers
comprising only zzMTBs is expected to be much easier to
achieve than the growth of macroscopic single crystalline
domains. Such samples are expected to largely preserve the
quality of MoSe2 single crystals, as zzMTBs do not introduce
considerable structural or electronic disorder and have
significantly reduced density compared to the MBE grown
samples, as evidenced by our tunneling microscopy and
spectroscopy measurements.
Figure 4a−c displays STM images acquired on the same
MoSe2 flake at different bias voltages. At low bias voltages
(−0.1 V) typically used for imaging (Figure 4a), besides the
grain boundaries, only faint dark spots can be observed on the
2D MoSe2 surface (together with a few bright ones). When the
bias voltage is increased in the negative direction, more bright
spots become apparent (Figure 4b). Most strikingly, at high
negative bias voltages (−1 V), a high density of bright pointlike
features becomes apparent in the STM images (Figure 4c).
Figure 3. Calculated atomic and electronic structure of various MoSe2
MTBs with (Se) zigzag orientation. The inset shows the simulated
STM images of the corresponding atomic structures.
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Based on their sensitivity to the imaging potential, the origin of
these bright spots can be attributed to electronic effects, most
likely to the local perturbation of the electronic structure due
to structural point defects of the MoSe2 lattice. One can note
that some bright spots remain visible independent of the
imaging potential. The most likely explanation is a locally
shifted Fermi level of the sample, so that the defect state
contribution stays within the imaging window even at low bias
voltages in some sample areas. A significant spatial variation of
the Fermi level within a single TMDC flake has been reported
previously.73
To gain more information about the structure of the
observed point defects, atomic resolution images are required.
In the present sample, we were able to acquire good quality
atomic resolution STM images of defects only in the areas
where bright defects are visible also at low bias voltages (e.g.,
±100 mV). The reason for this is that resolving atomic scale
point defects in TMDC single layers is easier at low tip−
sample distances33 that require low imaging voltages. The
atomic resolution images (Figure 4d,e) reveal that the
perturbation of the electronic structure is highly localized
over three Se sites. This implies that the center of perturbation
is located on a Mo lattice site. We note that defect sites with a
Figure 4. (a−c) Bias-dependent STM imaging of CVD grown MoSe2 single layers recorded at 200 pA. (d, e) Atomic resolution STM images of
point defects in MoSe2. (f) Simulated STM images of Mo and Se vacancy based on their DFT band structure.
Figure 5. (a) Tunneling spectra measured on defect-free MoSe2 (blue) and over several point defects (red) revealing the shift of the conduction
band and midgap states emerging between −0.4 and −1 V. The main features of the curves recorded on different point defects are similar within
experimental error. (b) Calculated local density of states: the blue curve corresponds to the pristine MoSe2 single layer, while the red curve
corresponds to the Mo vacancy (VMo).
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very similar appearance in the STM images have been
observed in MoS2 grown by CVD on a graphite substrate.
32
However, their atomic structure has not been fully clarified.
To get more insight into the atomic structure of the
observed point defects, we have performed DFT calculation of
the topographic STM images of possible structural defect sites
and compared them with the experimental STM images.
Figure 4f shows theoretical STM images of the two simplest
and most commonly encountered point defects: Mo and Se
vacancies (for filled/saturated vacancy structures including
oxygen substitutions see Figures S4b and S5). Although the
most prevalent defects in the TMDC single layer are expected
to be chalcogenide atom vacancies and oxygen substitution of
chalcogenide vacancies,68,74 the best agreement with our
experimental results for topographic images was found for
Mo atom vacancies (Figure 4f). This is somewhat surprising, as
metal atom vacancies in TMDCs are generally characterized by
a high formation energy, making their occurrence less likely.
However, these energies might substantially depend on the
stoichiometry of the growth conditions. According to our
calculations under Se-rich growth conditions, the formation
energy of the Mo vacancies (+3.8 eV) approaches that of Se
vacancies (+2.6 eV). Se-rich growth conditions can easily
occur in a CVD process, as atomic resolution TEM
investigation of CVD grown MoSe2 layers also revealed the
presence of Mo vacancies in a significant concentration.51 The
observation of Mo vacancies in CVD grown MoSe2 layers by
both STM and TEM investigations evidences that not only the
formation of point defects in CVD grown samples is
determined by energetics but also the growth kinetics plays
an important role.
To gain information also on the electronic structure of the
observed point defects and the bias dependence of their
topographic STM images, we have performed tunneling
spectroscopy measurements on defective and defect free
areas of the MoSe2 single layer (Figure 5a). The STS
measurements were performed after the tip was stable enough,
usually after several hours of scanning. Tunneling spectra
acquired on the defect-free MoSe2 area display semiconductor
behavior with a band gap of about 1.9 eV. By contrast, the
tunneling spectra recorded on defective areas display a reduced
band gap of about 1.6 ± 0.1 eV, with the conduction band
lowered by about 300 meV. Most importantly, on defect sites
new electronic states appear within the band gap in the region
between −0.4 and −1 V. This observation enables us to
interpret the observed bias dependence of the apparent defect
density. Because the topographic STM image comprises the
integrated LDOS between the Fermi level and the energy
corresponding to the imaging bias voltage, the point defects of
the MoSe2 layer start to give a significant additional
contribution to the tunneling current starting from about
−0.4 V and increasing up to −1 eV, where the contrast is
expected to be the maximum in good accordance with the
measured topographic STM images.
To correlate the experimentally observed tunneling spectra
with the atomic structure of the defects, we have performed
DFT calculations for the LDOS of the Mo vacancy defects
(Figure 5b). From the comparison with the measured
tunneling spectra it is clear that the calculated band structure
for the Mo vacancies shows a good agreement with the
tunneling spectroscopy measurements, both displaying a
downshifted conduction band and midgap electronic defect
states extending from the valence band deep into the band gap.
By contrast, the Se vacancies and oxygen-filled Se vacancies
have a clearly distinct LDOS features (Figure S4). Although
the agreement of the LDOS calculations with the measured
tunneling spectra is apparent for Mo vacancies, there are some
notable differences. The width of the band gap and the
position of the Fermi level are clearly different. However, these
differences are already present for defect-free MoSe2. The
smaller band gap is a general limitation of the DFT description
of the MoSe2 band structure at the PBE level rather than a
discrepancy with the proposed defect type, while the shifted
Fermi level is due to the n-doping of the sample under the
experimental conditions. From the STM measurements, we
cannot fully exclude the possibility that Mo vacancies are filled
with other atoms, most likely Se, that can give rise to antisite
defects (Figure S5a). However, the agreement with the
experimental topography and tunneling spectroscopy data is
better for empty Mo vacancies. Our DFT calculations also
reveal that there is no significant gain in energy upon filling Mo
vacancies with Se atoms. The formation energy of the MoSe
antisite defects is not considerably lower (+3.6 eV) than that of
empty Mo vacancies (+3.8 eV). We also note that Se vacancies
might also be present. However, as we have shown in the case
of 2D MoS2 crystals,
33 clearly resolving single chalcogenide
atom vacancies by STM is challenging.
To explore the electronic structure of Mo vacancies in more
detail, we have calculated the spin-resolved DFT band
structure of Mo vacancies in MoSe2 single layers, revealing a
strong spin polarization around the Mo vacancy sites. Our
calculations reveal that Mo vacancies in undoped MoSe2 single
layers are characterized by an ∼4 μB magnetic moment, mostly
localized on the nearest-neighbor Se and Mo atoms (inset of
Figure 6). This is in good agreement with previous theoretical
findings.8 Surprisingly, transition metal atom vacancies in other
2D TMDC crystals such as MoS2, MoTe2, or WS2 are not
expected to display spin polarization based on previous
theoretical results.8,75 Therefore, CVD grown MoSe2 single
layers can provide a suitable platform to exploit magnetism in
2D TMDC crystals given the high native concentration of Mo
vacancies of order of 1012 cm−2. We note that CVD grown
MoSe2 layers on graphite display a substantial n-doping,
shifting the Fermi level above the defect states. Because the
magnetic moment emerges from the defect states within the
band gap, shifting the Fermi level above or below the defect
Figure 6. Calculated evolution of the local magnetic moment of a Mo
vacancy site as a function of the Fermi energy. Inset shows the
isosurface plot of the spin density of the Mo vacancy at the Fermi
level (dashed line) of the undoped system.
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states (completely filling or depleting the defect states) will
render Mo vacancies nonmagnetic. However, by tuning the
Fermi level position to fall within the energy window of the
defect states, one can efficiently control the magnetic moment
of each Mo vacancy between 0 and ∼5 μB (Figure 6), enabling
an efficient electrical control of the magnetism in 2D MoSe2
crystals.
4. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the CVD growth of high quality MoSe2
single layers can be achieved on graphite, with MoSe2 crystals
fully aligned to the underlying graphite lattice, and
characterized by highly ordered grain boundary structures.
We found that the characteristic mirror twin boundaries
running along the zigzag crystallographic direction of the
MoSe2 lattice only slightly perturb the atomic and electronic
structure of the 2D MoSe2 sheet. The advantages of CVD
grown MoSe2 layers are the much lower grain boundary
density compared to MBE grown MoSe2 and the significantly
reduced structural disorder in grain boundaries compared to
other CVD grown TMDC layers. The CVD growth of MoSe2
layers on graphite is more promising than the widely
investigated CVD MoS2 layers due to the prevalence of
ordered zigzag MTB with little influence on the electronic
structure of MoSe2. By contrast, the MTBs of various
orientations characteristic of CVD grown MoS2 on graphite
significantly modify the local band gap of the material. These
findings open the way toward the CVD growth of large-area
MoSe2 single layers of high structural and electronic quality.
Tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy investigations also
revealed a relatively large (1012 cm−2) concentration of single
Mo atom vacancies. Such vacancies are predicted to become
magnetic, and their magnetic moment can be electrically
controlled by tuning the Fermi level. While grain boundaries
play a major role in defining the electronic transport device
characteristics of CVD grown MoSe2 single layers, Mo
vacancies are expected to enable an efficient engineering of
their magnetic and optical properties.
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